
The new fl ip up Modus comes as the result of the long experience of Caberg, the fi rst Italian company to produce a fl ip up 
helmet and design helmets with revolutionary functional characteristics.  Modus is equipped with an innovative opening sys-
tem, which, thanks to a rototraslation movement, allows in opening position, to have the chin guard much closer to the shell 
compared to traditional fl ip up helmets on the market. This feature reduces the head wind effect and prevents the accidental 
closing of the chin guard. Moreover, thanks to this particular chin guard movement, Modus has been homologated with the P/J 
dual homologation ( full face and Jet) that allows the motorcyclist to ride either with the chin guard closed or open. As of Caberg 
tradition, Modus is equipped with the integrated sunvisor very easy to use that allows always to ride with the perfect light and 
therefore with maximum safety. The inner sunvisor is antiscratch and UV 400 treated, while the clear one is antiscratch with Pin 
Lock double lens that assures the absence of misting also during tough weather conditions. Two vents on top and one on the 
chin guard  guarantee a great ventilation inside the helmet. Modus is also equipped with two air extractors on the back to ease 
the discharge of hot and stale air. The lining is completely removable and washable, realized with hypoallergenic and transpir-
ing fabrics. The cheek pads have been studied with 3D technology to offer a more enveloping and comfortable fi t and equipped 
with glasses seating to ease the accommodation of spectacles. Moreover, in order to facilitate the visibility of the motorcyclist 
by night and assure more safety, we added refractive inserts on the neck devise. Modus is preset for Caberg JUST SPEAK 
wireless communication system, which allows to communicate not only with your own cell phone and your passenger, but also 
to connect to a GPS system, listen to music trough a MP3 player. JUST SPEAK is equipped with Bluetooth profi le A2DP that 
allows high quality audio stereo.

Outer shell:Outer shell:
Thermoplastic material with high resistance to crash impacts.

Ventilation:Ventilation:
Frontal  air vent with anti mist visor system, top vent and two air extractors on the back.

Lining:Lining:
Completely removable and washable lining with hypoallergenic and transpiring fabrics treated 
sanitized. Cheek pad with double density 3D technology.

Visors:Visors:
Double Visor Tech
- Antiscratch visor with Pinlock lens with silicone profi le included
- Anticratch and  UV 400 inner sun visor

Fastening:Fastening:
Micrometric buckle

Colours:Colours:
Metal black, matt black, matt anthracite, silver, metal white .
HI-VIZION ( yellow fl u) version
Graphic version DUALE with bright fi nishing.

Sizes:Sizes:
XS-S-M-L-XL

Homologation:Homologation:
Ece 22.05 Double Homologation P/J

Weight:Weight:
1700 +/- 50 gr.
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